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Introduction
There is abundant evidence suggesting that genomes used duplications as one mode for their growth: the existence of transposable elements and replicative translocation as a duplication mechanism; the large amounts of repeats in both prokaryotes [1] and eukaryotes [2, 3] ; the preponderance of paralogs (genes) and pseudogenes in all life forms [4, 5] ; chromosome segment exchanges that seem to characterize mammalian [6] and plant [7] radiations. There is also evidence suggesting that such a growth strategy may have the effect of enhancing the rate of evolution [8] and increasing the robustness of organisms [9] . This motivates the question: How pervasive were duplications in the formation of whole genomes? Because short oligonucleotides are least susceptible to alteration by mutations, we made a detailed study of occurrence frequencies of short oligonucleotides in all extant complete genomes in search for possible traces of duplication.
Occurrence frequencies of k-nucleotide words (k-mers) in a genome have been used for a variety of purposes including searches for statistical patterns in the distributions of short words [11, 12] , attempts to construct a dictionary for biologically meaningful words [13, 14] and applications to studies in phylogeny and evolution [15, 16] . An enhanced abundance of frequencies far above or below the mean indicates potential biological significance. For each k we determine the frequencies by sliding a k-nucleotide-wide window one nucleotide at a time across the genome. We then use the complete set of occurrence frequencies to generate the set {n f }, a k-spectrum with discrete frequencies, where n f is the number of k-mers with frequency f . Here we focus on a particular k-spectrum property, namely its reduced spectral width, which measures (see below) its generalized spectral width relative to that of a corresponding random sequence and which is highly sensitive to the repeat content and randomness in the (genomic) sequence. The scope of our study covers all complete prokaryotic genomes (as of April 2003) and all chromosomes from complete eukaryotic genomes (July 2003) [17] , for k=2 to 10. We stop at k=10 for two main reasons. One is statistical. The average occurrence frequency of 10-mers in a microbial genome of typical size (2 Mb; some eukaryotic chromosomes are much longer) is two, barely adequate for a study of variation in abundance. The other is biological. Duplications made at one time by whatever means -and not biologically functional -are susceptible to obliteration through later mutations, and shorter duplications have better chances of escaping such obliteration than longer ones.
Method
Figs. 1 (A) and (B) give a general overview of k-spectra for short words. Plots in black are the 5-spectra of two representative complete genomes with different percentages of (A+T) content or p, and plots in green show the 5-spectra of corresponding random sequences obtained by thoroughly scrambling the genomes (the spectra in orange are from sequences generated in a growth model, see below). Depending on the value of p, the random spectra are composed of one or more very narrow peaks while each of the genomic spectra essentially comprises a single, much wider distribution.
The difference between (A) at p=0.5 and (B) at p=0.7 reflects the fact that the k-spectrum of an approximately compositionally self-complementary sequence (most genomes are such) is the superposition of k+1 subspectra. Each subspectrum corresponds to a subset (an m-set) of k-mers
overall mean frequency of the k-spectrum(L is the sequence length). The subspectra are either narrow or broad and overlapping, respectively, if the sequence is random or genomic. They coalesce into a unimodal spectrum when p=0.5. We quantify the broadening of genomic subspectra relative to their random-sequence counterparts as follows. For each k-spectrum of a complete genome we define a reduced spectral width, M σ , as the weighted average -weighted by the number of k-mers in the m-set -of (
where ∆ m and ∆ m , respectively, are the half-width (standard deviation) and expected half-width of the m-set subspectra of the genome and corresponding random sequences. The subspectra of the latter are given by known, slightly modified Poisson distributions [18] . When p approaches 0.5 ( Fig. 1 (A) ) M σ simplifies to the square of the ratio of the half-widths of the genomic and random k-spectra.
Results
Fig . 2 shows the log-log plots of M σ versus L for the k-spectrum, k=2 to 10, of 108 complete prokaryotic genomes (the prokaryotes) and 127 complete chromosomes from ten eukaryotic genomes (the eukaryotes). Each datum gives the M σ value of one k-spectrum from a sequence. In Fig. 2 (A) the data are color-coded by organisms. Data from the three mammals, human (orange ), mouse ( ) and rat (green •) are practically supervenient, showing that the present analysis is insensitive to whatever mutations, from large chromosomal segment exchanges to gene-modifying point mutations, which may have caused closely related organisms to diverge. Data from Plasmodium (red squares)
are the exception in being more compact than all others in the vertical direction.
In Fig. 2 (B) where the 14 Plasmodium chromosomes are excluded, the data are color-coded after k. In spite of great disparity in length (0.2 Mb to 0.3 Bb) and base composition (p= 0.2 to 0.8) of the sequences, data for a given k from the 221 genome (108 prokaryotes and 113 eukaryotes)
sequences form a narrow k-band that falls on a straight line indicating M σ is proportional to L.
For instance, data from the mammalian chromosomes and those from the thousand-fold shorter chromosomes of the single-celled parasite E. cuniculi are virtually collinear. Vertically the bands are about equally spaced indicating M σ increases approximately geometrically with decreasing k. On average the reduced spectral width of a 2-spectrum is about 1700 times greater than its 10-spectrum counterpart. (B) Mσ versus L for k-spectra, k=2 to 10, of 221 sequences in the control set (squares; k=2, cyan; k=3, purple; k=4-10, blue) and for 2-spectra (multiplied by factor 3) of complete prokaryotes (orange +) and eukaryoyes (red +).
The linearity of the k-bands implies that for given k the quantity L r (k)=L/M σ , an effective root-sequence length, is an approximately sequence-independent universal constant. In Fig. 3 (A) the black symbols give values for L r (k) averaged over k-bands. The formula
with lengths taken in units of b, summarizes the combined prokaryote ( in Fig. 3 (B) ) and eukaryote ( ) data and reduces the 1989 pieces of data in Fig. 2 with an average error of about 30%, wheref m (p) is the mean frequency of the m-set. This yields, for instance, predicted half-widths of 910±270 and 590±180 for the genomic spectra in Fig. 1 (A) and (C), respectively, as compared to the measured half-widths of 1007 and 452, and of 44 and 29
for the half-widths from random sequences. Data for the fourteen chromosomes of Plasmodium (• in Fig. 3 (A) ), the sole exceptions to this class, is also given by Eq. The genomes in the universality class span large ranges in sequence length (L) and percentage (A+T) content (p). In size the eukaryotes are more varied (0.2 to 300 Mb) than the prokaryotes (0.4 to 7 Mb). Compositionally the prokaryotes are more heterogeneous (p=28%-75%) than the eukaryotes (p=53%-64%). Plasmodium at p=81±1% is compositionally the exceptional eukaryote [10] .
This alone would not explain why it should form its own universality class since all compositionally extremely biased prokaryotes -U. urealyticum and B. aphidicola at p=75% and S. coelicolor at 28%
-are found in the dominant class.
On average about 85% of a prokaryote is comprised of coding regions, whereas most of an eukaryotic chromosome is noncoding (coding regions make up less than 2% of the human genome [2, 3] ). The symbols in Fig. 3 (A) show the L r (k) for sequences obtained by concatenating the noncoding segments in prokaryotes. Both these and the eukaryote data ( ) display an apparent leveling-off beginning at k=9. For the eukaryotes this probably reflects a real effect while for the concatenated sequences it is at least partly caused by their being shorter than 4 9 . In any case, from the data shown in Fig. 3 (A) , one may infer when the issue of sequence length is moot (i.e., when k≤8) that no essential difference between coding and noncoding regions obtains. (Codons must be read in the open reading frame -one of six possible frames -and they seem not to make a major impact on the 3-spectra under study. When, however, a coding sequence is made by concatenating all the positively oriented protein-coding genes in a genome, and 3-spectra are constructed from the sequence by using a sliding window that moves three letters at a time -there are three such distinct spectra -then the M σ of such a 3-spectrum is measurably greater than that of a 3-spectrum belonging to the universality class. This is expected since presumably genes have been subjected to more selective pressure, are conserved to a greater degree, and hence should be even less random than noncoding regions.)
Discussion
We now interpret the data. First we define an "n-replica" as the n-fold replication of a random root-sequence -it does not matter whether the replication is made algebraically, geometrically, or a combination of both. Because replication lengthens a sequence without increasing its randomness,
we have a most noteworthy property of an n-replica: its reduced spectral width M σ is n irrespective of k. This allows one to understand the significance of the effective root-sequence length L r (k) as follows. The M σ value of a k-spectrum of a genome of length L and base composition p is the same as that of an n-replica, n=M σ , of a random sequence of length L r (k)=L/M σ and base composition p.
We have constructed a control set of 221 sequences generated by replicating 300 b (approximate universal root-sequence length) root-sequences such that, corresponding to each complete sequence in the genome set, there is a control sequence having the same final length and base composition as the genome. The M σ of the k-spectra, k=2 to 10, for all sequences in the control set were computed. The results shown in Fig. 3 (B) (squares) confirm expectation: for each sequence M σ ≈L/300 independent of p and k. Since it is very difficult to greatly increase the value of M σ by any means other than replication/duplication and any randomizing action on the sequence would reduce M σ , a large value for M σ suggests a correspondingly large amount of replication in the sequence. As well, for a set of sequences with different lengths, the relation M σ ∝L suggests a common root-sequence length for the set.
Also shown in Fig. 3 (B) in orange (prokaryotes) and red (eukaryotes) "+" symbols is the k=2 band of genomic data seen in Fig. 2 (here boosted by a factor of 3 to separate it from the controlset band). The similarity between the two bands suggests a possible similarity in the large-scale structure of the two sets of sequences; however, the presence of a strong k-dependence in the genome data ( Fig. 2 (B) ) and its absence in the control-set data rule out the possibility that the complete genomes are simple replicas.
An obvious candidate that may account for the observed k-dependence are small mutations that partially randomize the sequences. For simplicity, we focus on random point replacement and consider its effect on a k-spectra of an n-replica. Let d be the average distance between two adjacent mutation sites. If the total number of mutations is very small, then with d much greater than the maximum k, the total effect of the mutations on the k-spectra will be neglegible. If d is of the order of k, then the mutation will affect the (k+1)-spectrum more than the k-spectrum, in both cases by reducing their respective M σ 's or, equivalently, increasing their L r 's. In the limit of a very large number of mutations, all traces of replication in the n-replica will be obliterated and M σ will approach unity regardless of k as befits a random sequence. Presumably, given an n-replica, there may be an appropriate number of mutations whose effect is to generate a k-dependence in M σ in a way similar to that seen in Fig. 2 .
Based on the above considerations and using maximum stochasticity and simplicity as guidelines we devised a minimal model for genome growth -the stochastic replicative transposition (SRT) model -in which an initial random sequence of length L 0 is grown to full length via duplications of randomly selected segments that are reinserted into the sequence at randomly selected sites [20] . The initial random sequence is given the base composition of the target genome sequence to be modelled and the lengths l of the duplicated segments have a simple prescribed distribution g(l). After full growth the sequence is subjected to random point replacements -with a letter-bias reflecting the base composition of the target sequence -at a frequency of R mutations per 100 b sequence length.
Having the mutations all occurring after the completion of growth does not necessarily reflect the actual workings of Nature in detail, rather is adopted in this paper to limit the complexity of the model. The genomic data do not uniquely determine the model parameters but impose constraints on them. The most important constraints are: (i) a small initial length satisfying L 0 <L r (2)≈300 b to ensure M σ for the smaller k's is sufficiently large and (ii) an appropriate amount of randomness in the sequence -generated by both the stochastic replication process and the mutations -to give L r (k) the correct k dependence.
Red symbols in Fig. 3 (A) show results in the form of L r 's computed from model sequences generated with L 0 =30, R=78 and a g(l) yielding equal non-zero probability to 1≤l≤l x , where l x =1000 if the (growing) sequence length is less than 2 Mb, and l x =5000 otherwise; they represent the best results from the model after a non-exhaustive search in model space [18] . The model Plasmodium chromosomes are similarly generated except that L 0 =40 and R=40 and the results are shown as red circles in Fig. 3 (A) . That R for Plasmodium is significantly less than for genomes in the main class suggests that during its evolution Plasmodium, by comparison to all the other genomes studied, experienced as much duplication but significantly fewer point (or small) mutations per length.
Among the eukaryotes studied Arabidopsis, which belongs to the main class, is phylogenetically the least remote from Plasmodium [10, 19] . It will be interesting to see how closer taxonomic relatives [19] of Plasmodium are classified by M σ . A general property of sequences generated by the model is -with regards to k-spectra -that a correct value for M σ of a k-spectrum guarantees a correct shape for that spectrum (but not necessarily for the spectra of other k's). For instance, the good agreement between 5-spectra of model (orange curves) and genome (black) sequences seen in Fig. 1 is typical of the general case. That the SRT model can generate results that concord with data on M σ systematically as well as with individual genomic k-spectra in detail gives us reason to believe that it may have captured the essence of genome growth. The simplicity of the model and the stochastic nature of the growth mechanisms may underlie the robustness of the results and explain the emergence of the universality classes. It is understood in our model that key elements, point mutation and replicative transposition, are representations of real mutation events -expected to be much more complex -and are subject to the usual rule of natural selection: only non-deleterious events can become fixations.
Our results suggest the following as a coarse-grain description of genome growth and evolution:
very early on, when they were less than 300 b long, genomes started to grow mainly by stochastic replicative translocations followed by (or admixed with) small mutations at an accumulated frequency of slightly less than one replacement per base. Our study was applied to whole genomes and not just to coding regions. Whereas the complete genomes studied varied greatly in coding regions as a percentage of the whole genome (from 85% in microbes to less than 2% in the mammals), the universal genome property reported here seems not to depend on that percentage. If we assume that coded words other than genes such as binding sites, regulatory signals, and microRNA's [21] collectively do not occupy a dominant portion of the noncoding regions in eukaryotes, then our findings appear to imply that the majority of the individual fixed duplications and replacements during genome growth were selectively neutral. This notion of selective neutralism, based as it is on the present study's whole-genome analysis that is not sensitive to whatever effect selection had on the evolution of individual genes, seems to independently corroborates Kimura's neutral theory of molecular evolution [22, 23] , a theory that was based on the investigation of polymorphisms of genes.
